
Report to Intermountain Yearly Meeting

From its Committee on Friends World Committee for Consultation

1979 — 1980

This report is in several parts. Considered part of this report is
The report on the 1979 Triennial and his pre-Triennial activities given
by Ted Church on Thursday evening. A summary of the actions of that
Triennial appear here as well as the activities and needs of the Section
of the Americas. A summary of the world-wide activities of the Friends
World Committee for Consultation and its other Sections and Region is
omitted here in hopes that Friends will seek to learn of them in other
ways. Finally, administrative matters such as appointments and finances
are given for the Yearly Meeting’s consideration.

It is important to know that the Friends World Committee for Consultation
is just that; a committee drawn from all the Yearly Meetings of Friends of
every degree and color of Quakerism over the world that attempts to coordinate
the interelated interests and activities, find the common ground arid potential
thrust of that of God in all Quakers and consult on their needs, interests
and concerns. !iThile consulting is its major task there are loose ends that
become its own programs and projects until other Friendly institutions take
over. These can be appreciated more fully from the special discussion
group being held at this Yearly. Meeting. An important phase resulting from
its being the world coordinating body of Friends is the recognition given
FWCC by the United Nations as a non-governmental organization (NGO).

The world office is in London; a General Secretary (William Barton,
retiring with Richard G. Meredith (Australia) replacing him), an Associate
Sectretary, (Val Ferguson, who just replaced Ingeborg Borgstrm) and four
assistants.

The Sections are the Africa Section with Zablon Malange as its new
Secretary, the European and Near East Section whose Executive Secretary
is Margaret Gibbins who has extended her retirement date into 1981 because
of all the other staff changes this year throughout the FWCC and the
Section of the Americas whose Executive Secretary, Herbert Hadley, retires
at the end of 1980. Each Section is composed of members appointed by
Yearly Meetings in the area. The Asian-West Pacific Region is an informal
arrangement of Friends between Australia, Korea,. Japan, India and in
between and nearby which may become a Section in 1982. Each Section may
have a small staff such as just the Secretary in the Africa Section or
in the case of the Section of the Americas there may be three assistants
in Philadelphia with the Executive Secretary plus an Associate Secretary in
Richmond, Indiana. and another Associate Secretary in Mexico City.

The size of office staff is emphasized in this report to display the
fact that overall it is quite small. Friends seem to conceive of FWCC as
being well staffed providing all sorts of supporting services to meetings,
churches, Friends and inquirers. Such is not the case. Even in carrying
out its United Nations responsibilities, FWCC “contracts” to Quaker Peace
and Service of London Yearly Meeting for the Geneva operation and to the
American Friends Service Committee for operations in New York. No end of
volunteer activity is given and more is required to keep FWCC a “going”
operation.

The chairman of FWCC is now Joseph P. Houghton (Ireland) replacing
‘dwin B. Bronner (Phil.) who concluded a 6-year term. The Treasurer is
ill Frank (London).

There is an Interim Committee that meets several times a year and
cares for FWCC between its triennial meetings.
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In reporting the activities of FWCC I have elected to emphasize the
1979 Triennial and the activities of the Section of the Americas. The
Annual Report for 1979 of FWCC is made available in printed form to Friends.

( i fact, Friends World News, published two times a year in London, seeks
wider distribution and will do this from your address when you send in

your personal contribution (which is tax deductable).
The peak of the past year was the Triennial experience of fellowship,

the communion of worship both in living silence and joyful singing. That
fellowship infused the sensitive understanding of difference and our concern
to seek common ground of inner life and outward witness.

In a location of exceptional beauty, against an Alpine background on
Lake Thun, 260 Friends from 49 Yearly Meetings and 29 countries gathered at
the 14th Triennial, Gwatt, Switzerland, August 11-18, 1979. Despite the
absence of Cuban and Pemba Quakers, there was wider Yearly Meeting involvement
than in 1976, and our hearts leapt in joyful surprise when Ham Sok Hon
(accompanied by Chin Young Sang) arrived from South Korea. The theme was
“Friends in a Changing Society”.

Our business items (preceded by a heavy sheaf of documents) were
considered at full sessions, study circles and even in a “turn to meet your
neighbors” buzz exercise. But the central element was worship - plenary. and
in small groups, programmed and unprogramrned.

Here are compressed notes on some of the matters discussed: -

Goals, Directions and Priorities: We agreed that in the 1980’s the focus of
FWCC activities should be to facilitate loving understanding of diversities
among Friends while we discover with God’s help our common spiritual ground;
and to facilitate full consideration of our Quaker witness in response to
‘o-day’s issues of peace and social justice. Among suggestions to implement
.iese goals were (a) promoting intervisitation through travel under religious

concern, (b) developing better communication among Friends, e.g. through
non-English literature, and use of audio-visual plus other techniques
additional to the printed word, Cc) stimulating wider participation through
gatherings open to all Friends and the involvement of a broader age spectrum.
Finance: Frugal Budgets 1 and 2 were accepted with a reminder that all members
must take full responsibility.
Mission and Service: After a report on the 1979 Conference (Guatemala), the
Triennial reaffirmed that concerns under this heading maintained high priority
in FWCC work. A change of name, and the date plus location of the next small
gathering, would be further explored.
Disarmament, Abolition of Torture, Sharing of World Resources: The urgency of
these ongoing concerns was confirmed, with proposals for follow-up action
by Friends everywhere.
International Membership: FWCC assumed fresh responsibilities for responding
to those from areas without a recognised Meeting who seek to become Friends.
As this responsibility is being tranfered from Quaker Peace and Service (QPS),
FWCC will also take over direct contact with two recognised Meetings for
Worship, Hong Kong and Hill House, Ghana, and some small worship groups.
Meetings around the world are urged to inform the FWCC London office of members
taking up residence abroad.
Assyrian Refugees and Children in Military Training: The Triennial united with
these concerns of European Friends and proposed follow-up through the Quaker
UN offices.

‘taker UN Work: Interpretation at Gwatt by our New York and Geneva represen
atives was a major feature and highly relevant for much of the agenda.

Sections and Asian-West Pacific Region: Reports of valuable work were
appreciated.
FWCC Meetings: We accepted an invitation from East Africa Yearly Meeting to
meet in Kenya (1982) for the 15th Triennial in conjunction with an
international conference.

Many opportunities were provided to combine learning and oleasure - e.g.
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Gerald Priestland’s intensely stimulating lecture - “Applying Quaker Values
To-day”, the daily news bulletin “Gift” produced with enterprising humor by
Jonathan Fryer, a Swiss dance plus music evening, and the excursion afternoon.

evitalbly unrecorded here are the infinite occasions for personal dialogue.
uve left inspired by the final words of the message to Friends everywhere -

“be obedient to the Lord God and go through the world and be valient for
Truth upon earth” (George Fox).

(I am indebted to the Annual Report, 1979, of FWCC for much of the above.)

This report now goes to the Section of the Americas report prepared
by Herbert M. Hadley and Barrett Hollister in January 1980.

Section of the Americas - Report of Activities, 1979:

Particioating in the FCC’s Triennial Meeting at Gwatt, SlATjtzerThnd,

August 1824, were 79 representatives of yearly meetings in the Section of
the Americas (including Ted Church and Domingo Ricart of iri), 10 members
coopted by FWCC, and 40 snouses or other persons closely related to the
appointed members (Cynthia Moore of Las Cruces in this category for
a few days).

VISITATION - TRAVEL IN THE MINISTRY Arrangements supported by the
Visitation Committee:

- In resnonse to the invitation by Southern Africa Yearly Meeting,
five Friends made a return visit following up on the experience
of four South African Friends in North America in 1978.

- For the development of mutual understanding and trust among
Latin American Friends, we supported visits to Mexico by 6 Friends,
including Domingo Ricart of IMYM. Loida Fernandez (Mexico) visited
Cuba, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras and the United States.

- 3ritish Friend Leonard Bird was sponsored. on a two-months tour
through the United States speaking about “Costa Rica, Country
TTithout an Army”.

- Meetings in Jamaica were visited as part of a journey which
included service as “Consultant” for PWOO as a meeting of the
Central Committee of the World Council of Churches in Kingston.
Frank Davis, Clerk of Jamaica yearly Meeting, was assited with two
terms of study at the Earlham School or Religion.

- Korean Friends Ham Sok Hon and Chin Young Sang were scheduled to
visit in Canada and the ijnited States, enroute home from the FWOC’s
Triennial vieeting. They abruptly ended their visit ‘hen the 5outh
Korean President was assassinated late in October. Ham Sok Hon
and others were arrested on November 24. There were reports of
torture inflicted on these prisoners. Our Friend was released on
December 11. He will stand trial for publicly advocating ar early
date for change of Korea’s constitution to permit free elections.

TRA’IEL IN THE MINISTRY— UNDER CONCERN Our Visitation Committee recommended
at FWCO’s Triennial Meeting that more care be given in the 1980’s to this
aspect of the life of the world family of Friends. While these discussions
arrived at no conclusion, a procedure is proposed for cooperation among
our yearly meetings: (1) in encouragement of concerned persons to undertake
avel in the ministry, (2) in making arrangements for travel and visits,

in preparation of both visitor ar.d visited, (4) in evaluation of the
experience and weighing its effect.

LATIN AfRICAN PRO&RAM There are more than 12,000 Friends in the Spanish—
speaking countries of the Americas. The organized yearly meetinss or similar
grous — in Bolivia, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico,
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Peru, and El Salvador - have each been little aware of the others until very
recent years. Our Latin American Program is fostering a growing awareness,

‘raning visits and always watching for opportunities for intergrouo personal
contacts. Publication of the J3OLIITIN is helping Friends know where other
Friends are and what they are doing.

In the spring of 1980 a small, widely representative, conference of
Latin American Friends was held at the Monteverde Friends community in
Costa Rica to evaluate the work which has been done by the Comite
Organizador de los Amigos Latinoarnericartos (COAL). Domingo Ricart of
IMYi pareipaed in coordinating better use of existing literature and
publication of new uaker literature in Spanish.

Loida Fernandez, as FWCC’s Associate Secretary for Latin America,
and her riexican advisers Manuel Guzmari, and Jorge Herriandez, have carried
major responsibility for developments in Latin America.

QUAKPR YOUTH PILGPIv’IAGE Fourteen young Friends, ages 17 to 19, among
whom was Annette Markus of IIvIYM, participated in the biennial uaker Youth
Pilgrimage. They were joined by fourteen Friends of similar ages from
European countries starting in Northwest England. The Pilgrims visited
Northern Ireland and participated in a work project at Newtown Friends
School, Traterford, Republic of Ireland, where they completed the five—weeks’
Pilgrimage.

INTERNATIONAL QUAKER AID Financial assistance and some personal service was
provided to Friends groups in selected countries where the problems call
for response beyond the ability of the indigenous groups to give. Such
assistance was given to Friends in lelgium, Cuba, Republic of korea, Northern
Ireland, South Africa and Zimbabwe-Flwdesia.

GHT SHARING OF UORLD RESOURCES Providing information and motivation to
Friends for more generous and just attitudes and behavior as citizens of
affluent nations is our emphasis. Right Sharing News is distributed to
concerned Friends across North America. Projects were supported in India
and Kenya with grants to eight other projects in Guatemala, Kenya, iexico,
South Africa, Tanzania and Zimbabwe-Rhodesia. Individuals and meetings in
North America are providing support for university and technical education
for young Guatemalans who will return to their rural villages and put their
acquired knowledge and skills to practical use. Irma Ctzoy is sponsored
in her study o± dentistry by an. I1YM Friend and her worship group.

CALL TO PEACEMAKING is a united effort by the three “historic peace
churches” to renew the spiritual roots of their Christian peace ‘itr1ess.
Two study books have been published: Christ and Uiolence, lectures given
by Ronald Sider at the October 1978 Green]ake, Wisconsin, New Call Conference,
and New Call to Peacemakers by iaynard Shelly, 1980. A newsletter, Call to
Peacemaking , renorts these wide—ranging peace activities. Another national
conference on the theme “Seek Peace and Pursue It” is planned for October 2-5,
1980, at Green Lake, Tisconsin.

FAITH AND LIFE MCVEYENT has brought about the sharing of religious thought
and belief in studies and conferences involving Friends from all North
American yearly meetings beginning in 1970. The current New Call to Peace
making Program is an outgrowth of the. Faith and Life movement. The “Faith
and Life lanel” has oroduced two study books during the past year. They

(‘e
uaker Worshio in North America, ed. Francis 3. Hall, Friends United

ess, 1979, 150 pp., 04.95; and The Church in uaker Thought and Practice,
ed. Charles F. Thomas, Friends World Committee, Section of the Americas, 1979,
72 pp., ;2.5O. The Section’s Midwest Associate Secretary, Robert Pumsey,
has worked with the Faith and Life Panel to bring these books to publication.
He also provides staff services to the New Call to Peacemaking.
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OTHER PUBLICATIONS produced during 1979 are the 1979-1980 Friends Directory
of Meeting for Worship in_the Western Hemisphere and Calendar of Yearly

,-Meetings 19O. Two issues of a Newsletter of the Section were produced.
;Friends World News, published by FWCC in England, was distributed to all

Friends meetings and centers and to persons who give financial support to
FWCC.

THE WIDER QUA}R FELLOWSHIP maintains a lively relationship with about 3,000
persons. Members are those people who want a link with the Religious Society
of Friends but whose primary religious affiliation is elsewhere, and also a
number of isolated Friends and small worship groups. Selected literature
is sent three times a year to all WQ? members in 60 countries. A consulting
role is maintained with WQF units in Australia, New Zealand and The
Netherlands.

MAJOR MEETINGS of the Section of the Americas were held in Toronto, Ontario
(September) and Indianapolis, Indiana (Dovember), also Ann Arbor, Michigan
(March, 1980) which begins a reduced schedule of three meetings per year.
FINANCES The Section of the Americas of the Friends World Committee for
Consultation has been fortunate to be a recipient of several bequests over
the years. Invested for income, these “bequest reserves” by policy are not
to have more than 10% of their capital amount used in any one year. Inflation
and the need to meet new challanges - such as the growing awareness of each
other among Latin American Friends - has resulted in withdrawal of these
reserves to where they will be depleted in two or three years. As a
“challenge” to others, yearly meeting representatives to FWCC - Section
of the Americas were urged to contribute a total of $20,000 in 1979. This
goal was achieved with an average cash contribution of $110 in addition to
financing their won travel to meetings. Late in the year an ad hoc “Crunch

(Committee” identified those drastic cuts necessary in certain office
“arrangements and program to make the 1980 budget balance to expected income.

Subsequent reviews indicate that Friends wish to maintain the relationship
with, and provide services for, other Friends in 38 yearly meetings and
similar groups in the western hemisphere and continue lively communication
with Friends groups in the rest of the world. Budget cuts would reduce the
present small staff and services. Our 1980 budget is a stringent one. Friends
in all meetings are urged to give generous support.

If the 32 individuals in IMYM who contributed in 1979 would each find
one other person to also make a contribution in 1980 and subsequent years we
would be able to say that just over 10% of the membership of Intermountain
Yearly Meeting are financially supporting the Friends World Committee for
Consultation.

It is the current practice for the monthly meetings to provide the
financial support to those organizations with which IMYM is affiliated. In
1980 and subsequent years we would like to see those meetings that have not
yet so provide a place in their annual budgets for FVJCC. It will require
the doubling of the current number of meetings giving to FWCC to obtain 100%
participation. Similar adoption of financial responsibility by other yearly
meetings for the organization Friends ask do so much for Friends would
provide greater comfort for its staff and the committees that carry ou.t its
works Irtermountain Yearly Meeting, in compasrison to its numbers of Friends
and meetings, is a leader in its support of Friends world Committee for
Consultation.

New doors have been opening to FWCC with the growth of a
sense of international community among uakers. We are
constantly being asked to consider extended dimensions of
our service to Friends everywhere. The success of our response
to these growing responsibilities is related to our efforts
for a shared and enlarged vision of Friends co-operative role.
That vision can only be inspired and implemented “to strengthen
the spiritual life within the Religious Society of Friends...”

--William E. Barton, in Foreword to the Handbook of the
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Religious Society of Friends (1977)

IIYJYM Administrative Matters

Intermountain Yearly Meeting as a member of the Friends Committee for
Consultation may appoint up to 4 representatives to the Section of the
Americas and up to 2 representatives to meetings of the World Committee.
Until this year, the three regional meetings of the monthly meetings in
IMYM have nominated one person for the appointment by the Yearly Meeting
for overlapping three—year terms. From time to time the Yearly Meeting
has appointed the fourth representative either as a Friend already performing
a special service for FWCC, as an alternate to the other three or as a
mixture of both policies. The three Friends nominated by the regional
meetings have constituted the Yearly Meeting’s Committee on Friends World
Committee for Consultation. IMYM minute 1979-8 directs that beginning this
year the fourth representative be appointed from among Friends in Utah. For
FWCC administrative purposes, IMYM representatives’ terms begin in the
January following their appointment. As a committee these IMYM Friends
see that the two meetings (were three until this year) of the Executive
Committee of the Section of the Americas are attended by at least one of
them and that the Annual Meeting (in November) of the Section is attended
by as many as possible of the appointed representatives. The IMYM Committee
sees that the (early Meeting considers at appropriate times its representation
to meetings of the World Committee and recommends to the Yearly Meeting
the budget for the support of travel and meeting expenses of the appointed
represeritaives to meetings of the Section and of the World Committee. The
representaives individually and collectively report to and interpret to the
meetings, worship groups and Friends of Intermountain Yearly Meeting the
activities and needs of the Friends World Committee for Consultation.

Josephine Coats completes her 2nd term (5 years, having completed one
whole term of her own and the last two thirds as a replacement for another
Friend) with FWCC, having attended the 1976 Triennial and more meetings of
the Section of the Americas than any other IMYM representative.

Norma Price is in the 2nd year of her term having replaced Arline
Hobson last summer (who gave the FWCC report to IMYM then).

William Charland replaces Domingo Ricart in this first year of his
term. Domingo, however, attended the 1979 Triennial, traveled extensively
in Europe for FWCC in 1979 and is continuing an activity for the Latin
American Program of FWCC that originated with him many years ago in
connection with Quaker literature in Spanish (more on this was reported
earlier).

Ted Church was appointed as an alternate to Josephine Coats to attend
the 1979 Triennial. Josephine did elect to call on her alternate shortly
before the Triennial. The circumstances of Ted’s appointment will have
given him 2 years with the Section of the Americas when his term expires
at the end of 1980.

New Mexico Quarterly Meeting nominates for appointment by IMYM for the
3—year term beginning January 1981 of Monthly Meeting.
The Friend from Utah nominated by for appointment
by IMYM for a concurrent 3—year term beginning January 1981 in
of Monthly Meeting.

The IMYM Committee on FWCC recommends a budget of $ for each
ç )f the next three years with intended for travel and expenses

to meetings of the Section of the Americas and its committees and i
accrueing for travel and expenses to the travel and expenses of world
committee meetings now held triennially, the next being in Kenya in 1982.

is assumed to be available for the 1982 Triennial from the budget
approved in 1979. The Committee commends the practice that some meetings
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and individuals in iMYM have begun in making special contributions to the
IMYM - ?I0CC account to support these expenses more fully.

C The Committee wishes to emphasize the point made in its report on
FWCC that funding and support of FWCC’s programs and projects are the
special responsibility of each Friend and his or her monthly meeting.
Representatives of Intermountain Yearly Meeting to Friends World Committee
for Consultation are aware of the Yearly Meeting’s practice that support
of programs needs to be derived at the “grass roots” and not hidden in the
beaucracy of a Yearly Meeting account. To this end monthly meetings are
encouraged, yes - urged, to consider FWCC as a regular concern and as an
essential part of their annual budgets. The F’JCC representatives are each
available to every meeting and Friend of IMfl’I in furthering this approach.

To coordinate their activities with each other, the Section of the
Americas, the world office, and with the (early Meeting and its officers
(especially with the clerks and treasurer), the IMYM representatives to
FWCC name as their convenor for the next year

Sent to clerks and convenors of the monthly meetings arid worship
groups in Intermountain Yearly Meeting, in December 1979, by the IMYM
representatives was a list of the special actions referred by the
1Li Triennial. We are anxious to know what response each meeting has
to the four minutes and especially the response of Intermountain Yearly
Meeting. It would be helpful to know of individuals who may have taken
up these minutes as their personal concern even if only in part. It is
hoped that the Yearly Meeting will unite with the Friends of the 49 Yearly
Meetings meeting at Gwatt, Switzerland, in 1979 on these topics. The minutes
are:

DISARMANT (Minute 584)
TORTURE (Minute 595)
CHILDREN IN MILITARY TRAINING (Minute 596)
SSAGE (Minute 602)

(This plea for responses should Drobably be inserted
on page of this report, at the end of the report
on the Triennial.)


